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“best result we’ve ever had, EVER!”

1800 CORE AV

(1800 267 328) | coreav.com.au

AUDIO SYSTEMS
PACKAGE

LIGHTING SYSTEMS
PER DAY

Audio System up to 100 people

$300

Audio System up to 200 people

$450

Audio System up to 300 people

$550

Radio Mic Package
hand held/lapel/headset

$100

Solo/duo performer package
foldbacks and stage mics/DI’s

$180

Crew set up cost per system
200+ people or multi package requests
require extra crew to set/pack up

$120+

We always package crew for the most cost effective result

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS
Lectern
modern truss unit with plexiglass top
Microphones
condensers, vocal, table, lectern, etc

PER DAY
$100
$20ea

LARGER SYSTEMS
For larger systems catering to 300-10,000 people,
inside or out, contact us for a quote.

PRODUCT

PER UNIT

LED Par Can
fixed colour choice
or scroll to set timing

$20

Intelligent Lighting Fixture
minimum of 2 recommended

$90

Low Hazer Fogger

$100

Lighting Controller
required when using intelligent fixtures

$200

Professional Hazer
whole room haze

$140

Multipar Fixture
575 wash light

$20

Autopole freestanding structure

$20

2m Truss Tower
with embedded LED bars
3m Truss Tower
with HD base

$120
$40

From a simple ‘stage wash’ for presenters, to full
concert productions, we can deliver. Contact us for
a chat about your needs and a quote.

coreav.com.au
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Andrew Lancaster
Production Manager
0408 980 461

Jason Wall
Operations Manager
0409 532 478

VISUAL SYSTEMS
PRODUCT

BIGGER & BETTER
CLIENT

High output projector & screen
120” or 150” or 180”
front or rear projection

$400

46” LCD Panel
on a free standing mount system

$250

Video Distribution System
only needed for more than 2 images

$200

Multi Source Video Scaler/Switcher
when more than 1 source needs to be
connected to screens

$180

Video Matrix Distribution
for different sources, displayed on
different screens at different times

$150

Live Camera to Big Screens
Live Band/Entertainers
stage sound, front of house sound, back-line gear
Streaming Internet Content
take your concert to the world
DVD packages
live record from switched feed, or post production
editing available
Multitrack digital recording of live events
Professional staging
indoor and out
Event and Stage Management
Want to buy it?
system design, supply and installation

OUR CREW
PER CREW MEMBER

PRODUCT

Multi-Room Distribution Audio and Vision
$60hr

Our crew are experienced, helpful and want to deliver
you the best achievable result. But don’t just believe
us, here’s what some of our client say: “thanks again,
year after year you keep creating our thoughts, fantastic”
“courteous & gracious at every turn”
“hey, we can see and hear everything, cool!”
“always willing to go the extra mile”

There isn’t much we can’t handle, with our large
range of quality gear, experienced techs and ability
to create solutions and results beyond expectation
by thinking outside the box.
Give us a call to talk through your ideas, we’re always
happy to create something special.
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BIG RIGS

Our larger format PA systems are capable of outdoor performances, catering up to 10,000
people at family festival levels. We can easily create packages to suit your requirements
for crowd coverage or on stage requirements – without compromising the result for either
performers or your paying customers.

PACKAGES

PER DAY

SYSTEM ONE
Wide coverage, small footprint line array – coverage up to 500 people outdoors.
Includes digital console & rack, amps and processing.

Ground stacked $800

SYSTEM TWO
Same rig with added matching elements to double the system. Includes extra subs/
amps and fly towers to create coverage for up to 1,500 people outdoors.

Flown $2,000

SYSTEM THREE
4 element per side TLA312 line array, 2 x groundswell sub woofers per side includes
digital console as above. coverage up to 2,000 people outdoors. can be ground
stacked or flown.

Ground stacked $2,500
Flown $3,400

SYSTEM FOUR
8 element per side TLA312 line array, double subs to above. This system must be
flown, coverage up to 5,000 people outdoors.

Flown $5,500

STAGE MONITOR PACK ONE
4 sends of quality wedges, run from either FOH console or side of stage includes
stage mic pack to cover artist requirements (DI’s/stands/cables too)

from FOH $400
from Side Stage $700
req extra tech not quoted

STAGE MONITOR PACK TWO
up to 8 sends of quality wedges, run from either FOH console or side of stage.
includes mics etc as above

from FOH $700
from Side Stage $1,100
req extra tech not quoted

DELAY SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS
These are only added in conjunction with required coverage and venue logistics,
if required to create a result. We will work with you to ensure best practice is
achieved. Extra crew time will need to be added for all of these.
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extra cover examples
400pax cover $300
1000pax cover $800
5000pax cover $4,500
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